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General-relativistic stable spacetimes can be made unstable under the presence of certain nonminimally
coupled free scalar fields. In this paper, we analyze the evolution of linear scalar-field perturbations in
spherically symmetric spacetimes and compare the classical stability analysis with a recently discussed
quantum field one. In particular, it is shown that vacuum fluctuations lead to natural seeds for the unstable
phase, whereas in the classical framework the presence of such seeds in the initial conditions must be
assumed.
DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevD.89.047503 PACS numbers: 04.62.+v
I. INTRODUCTION
It was shown that certain well-behaved spacetimes can
induce an exponential growth of the vacuum energy density
of some nonminimally coupled free scalar fields [1].
Particular astrophysically inspired realizations of this
mechanism were explored in Refs. [2,3]. As the instability
sets in, the system is driven to a new equilibrium state,
generically inducing a burst of free scalar particles [4]. This
quantum field effect has a classical counterpart, as
remarked in Ref. [5]. There, the authors discuss the end
state of the (classical) instability, and provide evidence
that, for a certain range of field-to-curvature couplings, the
system evolves to a “scalarized” final configuration (see
also Refs. [6,7]).
In this paper we provide a more rigorous formulation of
the relationship between the quantum and classical descrip-
tions of the instability. For this purpose, we analyze the
evolution of classical perturbations in a regular spherically
symmetric spacetime within a quasinormal mode formal-
ism based on the Laplace transform approach. This
approach, which is often used to analyze the evolution
of stable perturbations [8–10] is adapted here to unstable
ones. We then show the similarities and differences
between the quantum and classical descriptions and how
quantum fluctuations can be simulated by classical pertur-
bations of a given “small” amplitude. We set c ¼ G ¼ 1.
II. QUANTUM APPROACH TO INSTABILITY–
A BRIEF REVIEW
Let us assume a real massless free scalar field Φ, on a
spacetime ðR4; gabÞ, governed by the field equation
ð−∇a∇a þ ξRÞΦ ¼ 0; (1)
where R is the scalar curvature and ξ ∈ R. Throughout
this paper we restrict our attention to asymptotically flat,
spherically symmetric spacetimes possessing no event
horizons or singularities. Moreover, let the spacetime be
Minkowski-like in the past, ðR4; ηabÞ, and static in the
future, ðR4; gabÞ, with gab such that
ds2 ¼ −e2ΞðrÞdt2 þ e2ΛðrÞdr2 þ r2ðdθ2 þ sin2θdϕ2Þ; (2)
where ΞðrÞ;ΛðrÞ ∼r∼0r2 þOðr4Þ are bounded continuous
functions with ΞðrÞ;ΛðrÞ →r→∞0.
References [1–4] analyzed the case of a quantum field Φˆ,
which satisfies Eq. (1), being stable on ðR4; ηabÞ but
unstable on ðR4; gabÞ. In this setting, if the field is in
the no-particle state j0ini as described by static observers in
ðR4; ηabÞ, then its vacuum fluctuations suffer an exponen-
tial amplification in time during the unstable phase:
h0injΦˆ2j0ini ∼
ℏκe2Ω¯t
8πΩ¯

ψ Ω¯0ðrÞ
r

2
½1þOðe−ϵtÞ: (3)
Here, ψΩlðrÞ, with Ω > 0 and l ∈ N, obeys
½−d2=dx2 þ VðlÞeffðrÞψΩl½rðxÞ ¼ −Ω2ψΩl½rðxÞ; (4)
where the effective potential is given by
VðlÞeffðrÞ ¼ e2Ξ

ξRþ lðlþ 1Þ
r2

þ e
2ðΞ−ΛÞ
r

dΞ
dr
−
dΛ
dr

(5)
and x ∈ ½0;þ∞Þ is defined as
xðrÞ≡
Z
r
0
eΛðr0Þ−Ξðr0Þdr0: (6)
Moreover, proper behavior of the field at the origin and
infinity demands
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ψΩl½rðxÞx¼0 ¼ 0; ψΩl½rðxÞjx→þ∞ ∼ e−Ωx; (7)
while normalization requires
Z þ∞
0
dxψΩlψΩ0l ¼ δΩΩ0 : (8)
In Eq. (3), ϵ is some positive constant, −Ω¯2 is the lowest
negative eigenvalue of −d2=dx2 þ Vð0Þeff ðxÞ, and κ ¼
const ∼ 1 depends on the transition details to the unstable
phase.
For a minimally coupled field (ξ ¼ 0), it is possible to
show that the operator −d2=dx2 þ VðlÞeffðxÞ has a purely
positive spectrum and thus no solutions of Eq. (4) satisfying
Eq. (7) exist (see the Appendix). However, for nonmini-
mally coupled fields, the effective potential can be made
sufficiently negative to allow the same operator to possess
an additional negative (discrete) spectrum. This is the
hallmark of the instability. See Refs. [1–4] for a complete
discussion on the “vacuum awakening effect” (and
Ref. [11] for a rigorous discussion on the quantization
of unstable linear fields in globally static spacetimes).
III. CONNECTIONWITH CLASSICAL APPROACH
TO INSTABILITY
We now investigate the classical counterpart of the
quantum instability described above. Consider the action
SΨ describing some matter field Ψ defined on a spacetime
ruled by the Einstein-Hilbert action SEH. Variation of
SEH þ SΨ with respect to the metric gives
Gab ¼ 8πTΨab; (9)
where TΨab ¼ −ð2=
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ−gp ÞδSΨ=δgab and Gab is the Einstein
tensor. The line element (2) is assumed to be a solution of
Eq. (9) for some matter distribution.
Next, let us perturb the system by introducing a free
scalar field Φ ruled by Eq. (1). Then, Eq. (9) becomes
Gab ¼ 8πðTΨab þ TΦabÞ; (10)
where
TΦab ¼ ð1 − 2ξÞ∇aΦ∇bΦþ ξΦ2Rab − 2ξΦ∇a∇bΦ
þ ð2ξ − 1=2Þ½∇cΦ∇cΦþ ξRΦ2gab: (11)
Inspired by the previous section where the quantum field
was chosen to be in a suitable vacuum state, we aim to solve
the classical field equations up to linear-order perturbation
over the null-scalar-field configuration. Then, let us define
gab ≡ gð0Þab þ gð1Þab , Φ≡ Φð0Þ þ Φð1Þ, where Φð0Þ ¼ 0 and
Φð1Þ is small in the sense that it engenders a small
perturbation gð1Þab with respect to the unperturbed back-
ground metric gð0Þab given by Eq. (2). Because T
Φ
ab has a
quadratic dependence in Φ, we conclude that at first-order
perturbation gab ¼ gð0Þab is a solution of Eq. (10), while Φð1Þ
evolves according to
ð−∇a∇a þ ξRÞΦð1Þ ¼ 0 (12)
on the fixed background ðR4; gð0Þab Þ.
In contrast to the quantum case where vacuum fluctua-
tions automatically trigger the exponential growth of
h0injΦˆ2j0ini while keeping h0injΦˆj0ini ¼ 0, in the classical
context we shall postulate that at some instant, say t ¼ 0,
some external agent drives Φðt;xÞ out of its initial
equilibrium state such that Φðt;xÞ ≠ 0 itself for t > 0.
Due to the spherical symmetry of the background space-
time (2), we decompose Φð1Þ as
Φð1Þðt; r; θ;ϕÞ ¼
X∞
l¼0
Xl
μ¼−l
χlμðt; rÞ
r
Ylμðθ;ϕÞ; (13)
where the initial conditions are defined by specifying
χlμðt; rÞ and ∂tχlμðt; rÞ at t ¼ 0. In order to handle the
initial conditions and establish a clear connection between
the quantum analysis and the one using quasinormal
modes, it will prove convenient to adapt the Laplace
transform approach [9] to our case.
Let us define the Laplace transform of χlμðt; rÞ with
respect to the time coordinate as
~χlμðs; rÞ≡
Z þ∞
0
e−stχlμðt; rÞdt; s ∈ C; (14)
in some domain ℜðsÞ > γ where ~χlμðs; rÞ is analytic. Here
γ is chosen so that jχlμðt; rÞj ≤ Meγt whenever t > t0, for
some t0;M ∈ Rþ. From Eqs. (12)–(14), it follows that
~χlμðs; rÞ obeys
−∂2x ~χlμðs; rÞ þ ðs2 þ VðlÞeffÞ~χlμðs; rÞ ¼ I lμðs; rÞ; (15)
where
I lμðs; rÞ≡ ½sχlμðt; rÞ þ ∂tχlμðt; rÞt¼0 (16)
is fixed by the initial conditions. Inspired by the quantum
case where the instability is triggered by vacuum fluctua-
tions which drop fast at infinity [see Eq. (3) with ψ Ω¯0
obeying Eq. (7)], we consider here that the system is
perturbed by a classical seed localized in space. Thus, we
assume that χlμðt; rÞ and ∂tχlμðt; rÞ have compact support
as functions of r at t ¼ 0 in which case I lμðs; rÞ ¼ 0
for r > l ¼ const.
As a consequence of our localized initial condition
assumption, we have for large enough r that
j~χlμðs; rÞj ≤
Z þ∞
xðrÞ−xðlÞ
Me−ðℜðsÞ−γÞtdt; (17)
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where we have used Eq. (14) and the causal propagation
property of Eq. (12). Hence, after performing the integra-
tion in Eq. (17), we conclude that
lim
r→þ∞~χlμðs; rÞ ¼ 0: (18)
The detailed form of ~χlμðs; rÞ will depend on Eq. (15).
A general solution of Eq. (15) can be cast as
~χlμðs; rÞ ¼
Z þ∞
0
Glðs; r; r0ÞI lμðs; r0Þdx0; (19)
where r0 ≡ rðx0Þ and Glðs; r; r0Þ satisfies
−∂2xGlðs; r; r0Þ þ ðs2 þ VðlÞeffÞGlðs; r; r0Þ ¼ δðx − x0Þ:
(20)
Any solution of Eq. (20) can be written as
Glðs; r; r0Þ ¼ f−l ðs; r<Þfþl ðs; r>Þ=WlðsÞ; (21)
where fl ðs; rÞ are two linearly independent solutions of
the homogeneous equation
−∂2xfl ðs; rÞ þ ðs2 þ VðlÞeffÞfl ðs; rÞ ¼ 0 (22)
with r< ≡minðr; r0Þ and r> ≡maxðr; r0Þ. Here,
WlðsÞ≡ fþl ðs; rÞ∂xf−l ðs; rÞ − f−l ðs; rÞ∂xfþl ðs; rÞ:
We note thatGlðs; r; r0Þ is not affected by rescaling fl ðs; rÞ
through any (nonzero) multiplicative constant.
The Green function Glðs; r; r0Þ is completely specified
by Eq. (21) by imposing proper boundary conditions to
fl ðs; rÞ. Equation (18) combined with Eqs. (19) and (21)
leads to
fþl ðs; rÞjr→þ∞ ∼ e−sx (23)
for γ ≥ 0. In addition, the regularity condition imposed to
Φð1Þ at the origin demands χlμðt; rÞjr¼0 ¼ 0 and, thus,
f−l ðs; rÞjr¼0 ¼ 0: (24)
Note that for large enough jsj,
Glðs; r; r0Þ ∼ e−sx> sinhðsx<Þ=s: (25)
Eventually, χlμðt; rÞ is recovered through the inverse
Laplace transform
χlμðt; rÞ ¼
1
2πi
Z
κþi∞
κ−i∞
est ~χlμðs; rÞds; (26)
where κ > γ, and ~χlμðs; rÞ is given in Eq. (19). Then, Φð1Þ is
straightforwardly obtained from Eq. (13).
For t ≥ 0 it is convenient to extend ~χlμðs; rÞ to ℜðsÞ ≤ γ
in order to use the residue theorem to calculate Eq. (26).
The extension of ~χlμðs; rÞ to the remaining complex plane
raises poles including the ones which codify the instabil-
ities in which we are interested. The singularities of
~χlμðs; rÞ in the region ℜðsÞ ≤ γ come from the Green
function Glðs; r; r0Þ, since I lμðs; rÞ is an entire function of
s ∈ C [see Eq. (19)]. These, in turn, can be traced back
either to singularities of fl ðs; rÞ or to zeros of the
Wronskian [see Eq. (21)]. The former will depend on
global properties of the effective potential [12]. For VðlÞeff
associated with compact objects, fþl ðs; rÞ will possess a
logarithmic singularity at s ¼ 0 [13]. Moreover, the zeros
of the Wronskian, Wlðs0Þ ¼ 0, will give rise to simple
poles of ~χlμðs; rÞ at s ¼ s0 provided that dWlðsÞ=dsjs¼s0 ≠
0 [see below Eq. (32)]. Then, f−l ðs0; rÞ and fþl ðs0; rÞ are
linearly dependent functions and can be assumed to be
equal with no loss of generality: fl ðs0; rÞ≡ flðs0; rÞ.
Figure 1 illustrates the singularity pattern of ~χlμðs; rÞ.
We calculate Eq. (26) for t > 0 through the residue
theorem with integration contour shown in Fig. 1:
Z
κþi∞
κ−i∞
est ~χlμðs; rÞds ¼ 2πi
X
poles
Res½est ~χlμðs; rÞ
−
Z
L1Γ1LΓ2L2
est ~χlμðs; rÞds: (27)
The Γ1;Γ2, and L contributions are well studied in the
literature [14] (see also, e.g., Refs. [8,15]). The L1, L2
contributions which appear as a consequence of the
existence of poles with ℜðs0Þ > 0 can be seen to vanish
by inserting Eqs. (16) and (25) in Eq. (19) and noting that
we end up with a sum of two integrals corresponding to
both terms of Eq. (16). For T ≡ jℑðsÞj→ þ∞, one of them
FIG. 1. The singularity structure of ~χlμðs; rÞ in the plane s ∈ C
and the integration contour chosen to calculate χlμðt; rÞ (t > 0)
are exhibited. The logarithmic singularity is at the origin and the
corresponding branch cut is set on the negative real axis. The
poles of ~χlμðs; rÞ are represented by × symbols. We focus on
those with s0 > 0 which are associated to instability.
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goes to zero as 1=T while the other one vanishes as a result
of the rapid oscillation of the integrand in this limit.
Then, by using Eq. (27) in Eq. (26) we have
χlμðt; rÞ ¼
X
poles
clμðs0Þes0tflðs0; rÞ þ contour terms; (28)
where
clμðs0Þ≡ 1dWl=dsjs¼s0
Z þ∞
0
flðs0; r0ÞI lμðs0; r0Þdx0: (29)
Poles with ℜðs0Þ < 0 will correspond to exponentially
damped oscillating-in-time quasinormal modes [10].
(Despite the asymptotic behavior exhibited by fþl ðs0; rÞ
in Eq. (23), for ℜðs0Þ < 0, χlμðt; rÞ will be well behaved at
infinity due to the compact support initial condition
assumption [16].) Here, we focus on poles with ℜðs0Þ >
0 which will drive χlμðt; rÞ to grow exponentially in time.
The radial part of χlμðt; rÞ is determined by flðs0; rÞ as
given by Eq. (28) and satisfies Eq. (22) with boundary
conditions (23) and (24). Such a solution is a normalized
eigenvector of the Hermitian operator −d2=dx2 þ VðlÞeffðxÞ,
from which we conclude that unstable quasinormal modes
have ℑðs0Þ ¼ 0 (see Fig. 1). Let us denote by s¯0 the pole
with largest positiveℜðs0Þ among them. Then, as far as our
first order perturbation is valid, the “late-time” behavior of
χlμðt; rÞ can be cast in the form
χlμðt; rÞ ∼ clμðs¯0Þes¯0tflðs¯0; rÞ½1þOðe−ϵtÞ; (30)
where ϵ is some positive constant. Inserting this expression
in Eq. (13) and noting that the dominant contribution comes
from l ¼ 0, we obtain
Φ2ð1Þ ∼
Z þ∞
0
f0ðs¯0; r0ÞI00ðs¯0; r0Þdx0

2 e2s¯0t
16πs¯20

f0ðs¯0; rÞ
r

2
× ½1þOðe−ϵtÞ; (31)
where we have used dWl=dsjs¼s¯0 ¼ −2s¯0 and that fl ðs; rÞ
can be rescaled arbitrarily to demand
Z þ∞
0
f2l ðs¯0; rÞdx ¼ 1: (32)
The expression for the Wronskian derivative can be
obtained by adapting a derivation in [17] to real positive
poles: first, we use Eqs. (22) and (32) to write
1 ¼ lim
s→s¯0
Z
X→∞
0
f−l ðs¯0; rÞfþl ðs; rÞdx
¼ lim
s→s¯0
½fþl ðs; rÞ∂xf−l ðs¯0; rÞ − f−l ðs¯0; rÞ∂xfþl ðs; rÞr¼0
s2 − s¯20
;
(33)
where the superior integration limit term vanishes as
can be seen by using ∂xfþl ðs; rÞ ≈ −sfþl ðs; rÞ for X large
enough [see Eq. (23)] and the fact that flðs¯0; rÞ ¼
fl ðs¯0; rÞ→
X→þ∞
0. Then, by making the change s¯0 → s
in the numerator of Eq. (33) to identify it with the
Wronskian and using the L’Hospital rule, we obtain
dWl=dsjs¼s¯0 ¼ −2s¯0.
In order to compare the quantum and classical observ-
ables h0injΦˆ2j0ini and Φ2ð1Þ given by Eqs. (3) and (31),
respectively, we identify ψ Ω¯0ðrÞ and f0ðs¯0; rÞ for Ω¯ ¼ s¯0,
since they satisfy the same differential equation [see
Eqs. (4) and (22)] with identical boundary conditions
and compatible normalizations.
Next, note that h0injΦˆ2j0ini and Φ2ð1Þ only differ by a
multiplicative factorwhich includesI00ðs¯0; rÞ. This is natural
since in the classical context the evolution of the scalar field
depends on the choice of the initial conditions, while in the
quantum case the instability is triggered by vacuum fluctua-
tions encoded on the choice of the quantum state. Now, let us
suppose a compact star with radius r ¼ Rs and choose a
typical initial condition as, e.g., χ00ðt; rÞjt¼0 ¼ AΘðRs − rÞ,∂tχ00ðt; rÞjt¼0 ¼ 0. In this case,
Φ2ð1Þ
h0injΦˆ2j0ini
¼ A
2s¯0
2ℏκ
Z
xðRsÞ
0
f0ðs¯0; r0Þdx0

2
: (34)
Finally, by using (i) Eq. (32), (ii) the fact that f0ðs¯0; rÞ
decreases fast for r ≫ Rs, implying f0ðs¯0; rÞ ∼ 1=R1=2s , and
(iii) R−2s ∼ jVðlÞeff j ∼ s¯20, we cast Eq. (34) as
Φ2ð1Þ=h0injΦˆ2j0ini ∼ A2=2ℏ: (35)
The consequence of condition (ii) used above, namely
f0ðs¯0; rÞ ∼ 1=R1=2s , comes by noting that f0ðs¯0; rÞ gives a
negligible contribution in Eq. (32) for r≳ Rs ∼ xðRsÞ.
Condition (iii) comes from Eq. (22) by demanding that
jVðlÞeff j be at least of order R−2s to make the potential “deep”
enough to allow bound solutions [see Eq. (32)]. Conversely,
by assuming the existence of bound solutions the correspond-
ing s¯20 is typically of the order of jVðlÞeff j.
IV. FINAL DISCUSSIONS
We have shown how ℏ can be made to appear in Φð1Þ by
properly choosing the magnitude of the initial amplitude as
jAj ∼ ℏ1=2. However, in this case a quantum mechanical
treatment should be more suitable. As long as fluctuations
of the stress-energy-momentum tensor are “reasonably”
small [18], the spacetime will respond according to the
semiclassical Einstein equations Gab ¼ 8πh0injTˆabj0ini.
The corresponding evolution is a highly nontrivial task.
However, for unstable systems, it seems reasonable that
when vacuum fluctuations become large enough they
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should somehow “collapse” into classical perturbations
(see, e.g., [19]) in a process analogous to the formation of
the cosmic-microwave-background anisotropies from pri-
mordial vacuum fluctuations. Afterwards, the system
should be properly evolved through the classical equations
of motion (see, e.g., [7,20]).
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APPENDIX
Here, we show that Eq. (4) with ξ ¼ 0 has no solutions
satisfying conditions (7). It suffices to analyze the l ¼ 0
case because by vanishing the lðlþ 1Þ=r2 positive term in
the effective potential (5), we improve our chances of
finding bound solutions by “deepening” VðlÞeff . Thus, we
seek normalizable solutions of
−d2ψΩ0=dx2 þ Vð0Þeff jξ¼0ψΩ0 ¼ −Ω2ψΩ0; (A1)
where Vð0Þeff jξ¼0 ¼ ðe2ðΞ−ΛÞ=rÞðdΞ=dr − dΛ=drÞ with
ψΩ0jx¼0 ¼ 0 (A2)
demanded by field regularity [see Eq. (7)]. Furthermore, the
fact that Vð0Þeff jξ¼0 is nonsingular at the origin demands
dψΩ0=dxjx¼0 ¼ const ≠ 0. For convenience, we choose
dψΩ0=dxjx¼0 ¼ C exp½Ξ − Λjx¼0 (A3)
with C being a nonvanishing constant which is fixed by
Eq. (8). We recall that Eqs. (A2)–(A3) uniquely determine
the solutions of Eq. (A1).
On the other hand, we see from Eq. (6) that fðxÞ≡
CrðxÞ satisfies (i) the same differential equation as Eq. (A1)
provided that Ω ¼ 0: −d2f=dx2 þ Vð0Þeff jξ¼0f ¼ 0, and
(ii) conditions similar to Eqs. (A2) and (A3), i.e.,
fðxÞjx¼0 ¼ 0, and df=dxjx¼0 ¼ C exp½Ξ − Λjx¼0. Now,
because fðxÞ ¼ CrðxÞ is a monotonically increasing func-
tion of x [see Eq. (6)], we immediately conclude that
Eq. (A1) with Ω ¼ 0 does not possess solutions satisfying
Eq. (7). Then, because Ω2 in Eq. (A1) just increases
d2ψΩ0=dx2, we also get that the same conclusion is valid
when Ω is nonzero. This implies that there are no unstable
modes for minimally coupled scalar fields in asymptoti-
cally flat spherically symmetric static spacetimes contain-
ing no event horizons or singularities, which is compatible
with all known literature. Although the derivation above
assumed a massless field, the same conclusion holds for
massive ones, m ≠ 0, since in this case the effective
potential is altered by the addition of a positive term,
m2e2Ξ, which “shallows” VðlÞeff jξ¼0 even more.
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